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ROASTED EGGPLANT & KAFTA MINCE ROLLS in Tomato Sauce |  
Tepsi Kabab Bil Bethinjan, Lisan El Qathi 

 
8 medium-large eggplants 
 
1 1/2-to-2 lbs ground beef 
1 cup onion, grated or minced 
1 cup parsley, minced 
1-to-1 1/2 teaspoons salt 
black pepper, red Aleppo pepper 
allspice or 7-spice baharat mix, curry, turmeric, or any spice blend of your choice 
optional: minced garlic, grated tomatoes, finely diced peppers 
 
For a light tomato sauce: 
tomato and pepper pastes 
3-to-5 cups water or stock 
3-to-4 tablespoons oil 
salt, black pepper, red Aleppo pepper 
pinch of cinnamon 
a sprinkle of sugar 
optional: a squirt of fresh lemon juice 
 
thinly sliced tomatoes 
butter, cut into small cubes 
optional garnish (once baked): parsley or basil 
 
Prepare eggplants.  Buy uniformly sized and shaped eggplants, whose bottoms are not 
significantly larger than their tops.  Wash and pat-dry before use.  Trim the top and 
bottom to remove stems and leaves as well as the rounded surface from each end to 
flatten sides.  Using a sharp knife cut each into six slices.  Some varieties of 
eggplant leave a bitter aftertaste once cooked.  To prevent this, generously sprinkle 
each eggplant slice with salt and line them up on paper towels for 30-to-60 minutes – 
they will start to sweat.  When ready, blot off excess salt and surface liquid. 
 
Cook eggplants.  You have the option to bake, grill, oven-broil or fry the eggplant.  I 
brush them with a little bit of oil, sprinkle on some black pepper and bake in a 375F-
to-425F for about 30 minutes until softened and lightly browned.  Allow to cool 
completely before use.      
 
Prepare kafta mince.  Combine ground beef with remaining ingredients in a large bowl and 
gently mix using your fingertips until combined.  Divide mixture into 48 pieces and 
shape into oval logs the width of your previously prepared eggplant slices.   
 
Prepare tomato sauce.  Heat oil in a saucepan until it starts to smoke.  Add tomato and 
pepper pastes and stir-cook for 2 minutes.  Add in water or stock and seasoning and 
gently simmer for 5 minutes before turning off heat.  Allow to slightly cool to room 
temperature -- you have the option of preparing a light tomato broth as described above 
or a chunky marinara-like sauce simply by adding in diced peeled tomatoes and allowing 
sauce to simmer until tomatoes are cooked down. 
 
Assemble dish.   With narrowest ends of the eggplant slices facing you, place one shaped 
log on the bottom third of each slice and slowly roll up.  Arrange pieces seam side down 
in a rimmed pan or casserole dish - you will end up with 48 stuffed eggplant rolls. 
 
Pour tomato sauce onto assembled rolls then top with tomato slices and cubes of butter.  
Cover with aluminum foil and bake in a preheated 375F-to-400F for 30-to-40 minutes. 
Remove foil and continue to bake until cooked, bubbly and tops browned to your likeness.   
 
Remove from oven and garnish with fresh parsley or basil leaves.  Serve hot with rice or 
thick slices of rustic country bread. 
 


